
NJABBP Blood Bank Supervisors of NJ-Business Meeting Minutes 

June 8, 2018  8:30-9:15 am 

Attendance: Joanne Basket (Chair), Vicki Wille, Mary Katulak, Kathy Strotz, Colleen Hinrichsen. 

Supervisor Group was welcomed by the Chair. 

Discussion: 

1. Updates from the previous meeting. The minutes from April 13, 2018 were approved by the 

group, no changes. 

2. The group enjoyed the NJABBP Spring Seminar that was held 5/15/18 at the Grand Lake Chateau 

(aka-The Forge) in Woodbridge, NJ. Vicki Wille is reviewing all the reviews of the seminar and will 

report  feedback at the next board meeting.   

3. Open Forum: 

a. A question was asked: How do others handle the functional check on digital timers (on cell 

washer, serologic centrifuge)? How about individual digital timers/clocks? Do all perform the 

QC? And how often should we do it? TRM:31900 and COM. 30600 

Anything that has a timer display (cell washers, centrifuges etc.) needed to be checked every 

6 months.       

 

b. For those who have EPIC and have or in process of electronic documentation: Is it the 

responsibility of Blood Bank or Nursing to follow up that documentation is reviewed and 

correct? At what point does Blood Bank need to have Nursing step into the review process? 

This is a grey response as per Rob Rees. Some hospitals put the onus on Nursing, however the 

Blood Bank /BB QA person cannot be taken away from the review of Blood Bank records. 

Electronic records and paper records/tags need to be as concurrent as possible. In discussion, 

the pre vitals do not clearly displayed with the post vitals. The BPAM report does not show all 

information. BB has to go into a detail part of the report in order to view all concurrent vitals. 

Pre vitals are taken prior to scanning the product. The baseline vital is put in after the 

scanning process. The pre and post should auto-populate but doesn’t which make the 

reviewing process difficult. The DOH is looking closely at vital documentation. BB needs to 

show they are working with Nursing and the documentation process is improving as time 

goes by. Robert would like examples of audit report that pre vitals are missed but show the 

flow sheet with the vitals or at least demonstrate where to look for the concurrent vital 

records. As long as BB can show a concurrent set of vitals with completion records and 

working relationship with Nursing, the DOH will not consider a non-conformance. If BB still 

uses the paper tag as well as BPAM the paper tag will be the primary documentation. If BB 

finds that documentation in BPAM is different from the paper tag an incident report need to 

be filed. Any documentation that is not compliant an incident report needs to be filed. If the 

BB is in the process of going live Robert recommends screen shots to show what is being 

captured in EPIC (BPAM). Training is very basic and very short (@ six minutes). Some Blood 

Banks personnel do not even go through training which is a big problem. 



c. What record retention protocol does the NJDOH require all NJ Blood Bank to follow. The 

group felt that CAP has a good table to follow. Refer to: TRM.32250 Record Retention. The 

group agreed that if you follow both CAP and AABB you should not have any issues. Robert 

Rees was not present to provide feedback. Vicky Wille sent out a record retention subsection 

of the CAP checklist to all. 

Robert Rees stated that the DOH regulations are following along with the AABB and CAP 

standards. All need to follow the AABB and Cap standards.     

                      

d. Next meeting 8/31/18   8:30-9am 

 

e. Further meetings:      

                                                     Oct 26, 2018  - Fall Seminar PHEAL Building , West Trenton   

                                       12/7/18    8:30-9am 

                                         

                           

Respectfully submitted, 

Joanne Basket 

 

 

 

 


